trade show.

Four reasons to attend a trade show
Meet decision-makers
(JJVYKPUN[V,_OPIP[:\Y]L`ZPU VM[YHKLZOV^]PZP[VYZOHK [OLWV^LY[VYLJVTTLUKVYTHRLÄUHSW\YJOHZLKLJPZPVUZ 0UHKKP[PVU 
VM]PZP[VYZJSHPTLK[OH[ [OLPYW\YJOHZLPU[LU[PVU^HZZ[YVUNLYHM[LY]PZP[PUN[OL[YHKLZOV^
Improve sales productivity
(JJVYKPUN[V[OL-YLUJO:[H[PZ[PJHS(\KP[)\YLH\MVY.LULYHSHUK:WLJPHSPaLK-HPYZHUK,_OPIP[PVUZ61:J\Z[VTLYJVU[HJ[H[H[YHKLZOV^PZ MV\Y
[V[LU[PTLZSLZZL_WLUZP]L[OHUHJ\Z[VTLY]PZP[ *VU[HJ[JVZ[MVYHZ[HUKH]LYHNLZH[HIV\[,\YVZ^OLYLHZ[OPZJVU[HJ[YHUNLZMYVT
,\YVZ^OLUTHKLK\YPUNÄLSK]PZP[Z-\Y[OLYTVYLHZHSLZYLW^PSSTLL[^P[OJ\Z[VTLYZKHPS`H[H[YHKLZOV^]ZHUH]LYHNLVM[OYLLJ\Z[VTLYZ
K\YPUNHÄLSK]PZP[
Explore prospects
;YHKLZOV^ZOVSKH^LHS[OVMVWWVY[\UP[PLZHUKWYLZLU[THU` OV[ YLJLW[P]LWYVZWLJ[ZILJH\ZL]PZP[VYZH[[LUKZOV^ZVU[OLPYV^UHJJVYK;OPZ
THRLZP[HUPUJYLKPIS`LќLJ[P]L^H`MVYL_OPIP[VYZ[VL_WHUK[OLPYJ\Z[VTLYIHZL
Communicate with the press and opinion leaders
(JVTWHU`Z[YHKLZOV^I\KNL[YLWYLZLU[ZHZPNUPÄJHU[PU]LZ[TLU[!OV^JHU`V\VW[PTPaL`V\YI\KNL[&
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trade show.

Tips & tricks for making your trade show a success
Before the show
Create a budget and set goals

Trade show participation is part of a company's overall strategy, as well as its marketing, sales and HR strategies.
0[PZ]LY`PTWVY[HU[[VZL[ZWLJPÄJNVHSZHUKJYLH[LHI\KNL[[OH[PUJS\KLZW\YJOHZPUNVMZWHJLHZ[HUKHZ^LSSHZWLYZVUULSJVZ[Z[YH]LSOV[LSZ
YLZ[H\YHU[Z0[PZLZZLU[PHS[VJYLH[LHZ`Z[LTMVYNH\NPUN[OLZ\JJLZZVMLHJO[YHKLZOV^
Select trade shows that your company wants to attend, then choose your placement and area size


 JV\U[SLZZHYYH`VML]LU[ZL_PZ[YHUNPUNMYVTTHQVYPU[LYUH[PVUHS[YHKLZOV^Z[VSVJHSJVU]LU[PVUZ0[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[LHJO[YHKLZOV^`V\H[[LUK
(
corresponds to your company's challenges in terms of business. Many companies now prefer to attend local trade shows with small exhibit areas
HZ[OL`VќLYTVYLYL[\YUZVUPU]LZ[TLU[;YHKLZOV^VYNHUPaLYZVM[LUVќLYWYLYLNPZ[YH[PVUKPZJV\U[ZZVP[PZILZ[[VYLZLY]LL_OPIP[ZWHJLPUHK]HUJL7SHJLTLU[PZHSZVH]LY`PTWVY[HU[MHJ[VY6W[MVYWSHJLTLU[ULHY[OLLU[YHUJLPU[OLTHPUHPZSLZVYULHY SVJVTV[P]LZ SLHKPUNJVTWHUPLZ
[OH[H[[YHJ[]PZP[VYZ
Seek assistance of trade show display and visual communication professionals



 _OPIP[ZHUKL]LU[WSHUUPUNHYL]LY`ZWLJPÄJÄLSKZHUKYLX\PYLL_WLYPLUJL:LLR[OLHK]PJLVMWYVMLZZPVUHSZHUKKVUV[OLZP[H[L[VHZR`V\YZLY,
vice provider questions on how to set up your stand and who will be involved. You may also request references and contact them.
Create a brief for trade show display professionals



*SLHYS`L_WSHPU`V\YVIQLJ[P]LZHUK`V\YZ[YH[LN`:L]LYHSJVUZ[YHPU[ZTH`PUÅ\LUJL`V\Y[YHKLZOV^KPZWSH`ZWLJPHSPZ[ZYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ^OPJO
JHUOLSW`V\J\[JVZ[ZZPNUPÄJHU[S`!
What type of stand should you choose? We have divided stands into three categories based on their weight, volume and assembly
[PTLKPѝJ\S[`;OLJH[LNVYPLZHYL!\S[YHWVY[HISLWVY[HISLHUK[YHUZWVY[HISL(SS\S[YHWVY[HISLHUKWVY[HISLZVS\[PVUZTH`ILZL[\WHUK
KPZTHU[SLKI`L_OPIP[VYZ^P[OV\[HU`WYVMLZZPVUHSHZZPZ[HUJL:VTL[YHUZWVY[HISLZ[HUKZHSZVOH]L[OL +VP[`V\YZLSM SHILS
How many times will you use your stand?0M`V\^PSSVUS`\ZL`V\YZ[HUKVUJLVW[MVYHYLU[HS0M`V\^PSSYL\ZLP[ZL]LYHS[PTLZZWLJPM`
[OL]HYPV\ZZWHJLZ^OLYLP[^PSSIL\ZLKHUK`V\YKLZPYLKJVUÄN\YH[PVUZ0[PZWVZZPISL[VZ[HY[^P[OHTVK\SHYZ`Z[LT[OH[\ZLZZOHYLK
elements, which will allow you to create exhibits ranging from 9 à 100m2.
Which features do you need? Reception counters, storage, product displays, videos, customer meetings, brochure distribution....
[OLZLHYLHSSVIQLJ[P]LZ[OH[PUÅ\LUJLOV^`V\YZ[HUKPZKLZPNULK
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Going to a trade show? tips & tricks

trade show.

Invite your customers and prospective customers
Trade show organizers provide free passes and distribute newsletters, which will allow you to easily inform your customers about your participation.
Sales teams can also increase their scope of action by meeting with customers before and after the trade show for breakfast or dinner. Remember
[OH[[OLZL[PTLZHYLQ\Z[HZLќLJ[P]LHZÄLSK]PZP[Z

During the trade show



+L[HPSZTHRL[OLKPɈLYLUJL
 V\YZ[HUKPZHYLÅLJ[PVUVM`V\YJVTWHU`ZPTHNL4HRLZ\YLP[PZVYNHUPaLK(Z[VYHNLHYLHPZ]LY`\ZLM\SMVYJVUJLHSPUNWHJRHNPUNVYMVYZ[VYPUNIYV@
JO\YLZ7VY[HISL:VS\[PVUZJVTL^P[OHJHYY`PUNJHZL[OH[[\YUZPU[VHJV\U[LYHUKTVK\SHYZVS\[PVUZVќLYZ[VYHNLHYLHZ[OH[HYLZLJ\YLKI`HKVVY
Lighting is very important as it puts the spotlight on your message. Environmentally-friendly LED solutions help conserve electricity.
Brief your teams every morning
Your team should be informed about your new products and services. A daily morning meeting before the show opens is a way to re-specify goals
and answer questions that were asked the night before.
Create buzz around your stand
To capture visitors' interest, create buzz around your stand with training sessions, wine & cheese samplings and other attention-drawing events.

After the trade show
Follow-up is the key to success


 Z\JJLZZM\S[YHKLZOV^PZUV[Q\Z[HIV\[TLL[PUN^P[OJ\Z[VTLYZHUKSLHKZ!MVSSV^\W^PSSLUZ\YL[OH[`V\YLќVY[ZOH]LTH_PT\TPTWHJ[;OHUR`V\Y
(
customers after the trade show and follow-up on each request individually. Ensure that each lead has been processed with a objective follow-up. You
will then be able to gauge the show's success and decide whether or not you will attend it again in the future.
Reuse graphics after the trade show
Exhibition systems like Panoramic allow you to use portions of your graphics, which can be cut or re-sewn. The single-sided frame can be mounted
on a wall, and the double-sided frame lets you create fabric backwalls, which are like mini-exhibition kits.
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